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´ Our July meeting is this virtual 
show and tell edition of the 
newsletter.

´ The FCWG meets six times a 
year on the 3rd Saturday of 
odd numbered months. 
Meeting places vary and are 
announced in the newsletter 
published at the beginning of 
odd numbered months.

´ Yearly dues for FCWG are 
$25.00 (payable in May for 
established members). 
Payments should be made out 
to FCWG and sent to Kathy 
Sehnert, P.O. Box 253, Mancos, 
CO 81328.
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Meeting Time: 
No meeting this month

Program: 
No program this month

Just a reminder to work on our service projects that are 
normally collected and given out in December. Machine 
wash and dry are always convenient for those receiving 
these gifts. Items do not have to be handmade. Other 
items we have collected in the past have been small 
toiletries. All have been greatly appreciated. Hopefully, 
we can continue this tradition this year.

- Thanks, Lana



v President’s Message

To My Dear Weaving Friends,
Once again, we will cancel the next scheduled gathering of 
the FCWG. I’m sad to do it, but in consideration of any risk to 
our health, I am sure it is better to be safe than sorry. The 
Covid 19 virus is still unpredictable for the most part and I 
know that those of us in the “vulnerable” category hesitate 
to take any more risk than going to the grocery store. We’ll 
see what September brings.
I gave the feasibility of a picnic lots of thought, but there 
were so many if’s, and’s and but’s that I couldn’t, in good 
conscience, follow through with a “maybe” safe plan. In the 
last couple of weeks I am finding that some friends need 
social contacts enough that they have planned small 
outdoor gatherings, such as a morning coffee, where masks 
and social distancing are key factors and the guests are 
trusted to monitor their own health before attending. If any 
of you are so inclined, invite a weaving friend or two over for 
a visit and have a little fun. “The best way to cheer yourself 
up is to cheer up somebody else.” Mark Twain
I hope you are making progress on whatever project 
or projects that you are working on. Perhaps instead of our 
picnic/meeting on July 18, we can all set aside an hour or 
two Saturday morning to weave; knowing that our fellow 
weavers are doing the same. We can be together in spirit 
rather than in person.
What sunshine is to flowers, smiles are to humanity. With our 
masks on, you must keep smiling with your eyes!
Virtual hugs to all,

- Kathy Sehnert, President
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v Gunnister Man
“1n 1951, near Gunnister, Shetland, two men digging peat made a 
grisly discovery: the remains of a body in a shallow grave. They 
notified the police, and the remains were taken to Lerwick, the 
capital, for further examination.  The body wasn’t actually a body at 
all; it was a full set of woolen clothing that had once contained a 
body. And that clothing was 250 years old. Very little remained of the 
man himself: some bone and skull fragments; finger and toenails; and 
some curly brown hair. But the clothing was in excellent condition and 
there was a lot of it. When he met his death, Gunnister Man had on 
twenty-two items. Every one of them tells a story.”
Since the remains were too fragile to put on display, Dr. Carol 
Christiansen, the curator at Shetland’s new museum, decided to 
recreate them. She assembled a team of archaeologists, textile 
historians, and wool experts to reassemble Gunnister Man thread by 
thread, from sourcing the original wool used, to spinning, weaving, 
and knitting his clothing just as it would have been when he wore it, 
down to the last patch and tear. 
If you want to learn more listen to the following podcast on how this 
was all done, and what it revealed.  
https://www.interweave.com/fiber-nation/gunnister-man-mystery/
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https://www.interweave.com/fiber-nation/gunnister-man-mystery/
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Caroline S.
At last I have a finished project! Actually I needed to make a 
bag for my “finishing a bag” YouTube video and this is what I 
choose. Both sides are the same. It was woven on a Cactus 
Flower table loom using the alternate warping pattern. I used 
bulky yarn and really like the weight of the bag. It’s nice and 
heavy. And my mini loom just fits in it! My husband made the 
leather handles and I added the conchos. You can find more 
ideas on my YouTube channel.
When we’re back to “normal” I want to do a video on 
weaving hints. Prepare yourself, I’ll be bringing my camera so 
I can do a compilation from members.

Quarantine Projects 
by Our Members
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Carol V.
Dear all,
Thought i would try a little needle felting , as i have an 
abundance of supplies, but never got around to it. I’m on my 
third project, an aquatic scene. Having lots of fun with it!

Quarantine Projects 
by Our Members
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Kathy S.
My old 1950’s sewing machine has been buzzing along making 
hundreds of masks for friends, family and community, but now the 
urgent need has passed and it’s back to “my” projects. Two 
placemats still to be woven to complete that project; I know, I really 
procrastinated there! I’ve sorted some old yarns for another scarf –
hmm, must get back to that soon. I started a queen size quilt from 
a kit I’ve had for 10 years; now I know why I kept putting it off – too 
many 1 inch half square triangles! Too boring to spend more than 
an hour a day on that project. My scrap box has exploded with 
the leftover mask fabric; that is much more fun to play with. So, I’m 
making “paper dolls”, with fabrics. Photo is of the first few blocks, 
even though they still need hats, skin and eyes. Thirty to forty blocks 
is my goal, we’ll see how that goes!?

Quarantine Projects 
by Our Members
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Lana S.
Totes from plastic bags

Quarantine Projects 
by Our Members

Deflected double weave

Towels from recent 
Handwoven magazine Big bound weave rug
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Ellie c.
Two years ago at the annual picnic (held at my house, 
coincidentally), I said that I had picked up some junky 
wrought iron patio furniture and was thinking about 
painting and weaving new seats and backing. Every once 
in awhile, Lynn Hughes will ask me how that project is 
progressing. Soooo, I decided to quit procrastinating and 
get on with it. I have finished one seat and am halfway 
done with the second. I haven't decided how I want to do 
the backing, but it is warped. I had attended a seminar 
with Walt Turpening about ten years ago, and I used my 
little footstool to remember how we did the weaving. So 
here is what I have finished, and I will be happy to update 
everyone once I get the project completed.

Quarantine Projects 
by Our Members
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Karen S.
The sockloop (or sock top) rug. I saw this rug when I 
visited Shuttles, Spindles and Skeins (Boulder, CO) in 
February. So I bought the supplies and finally got 
around to making the project in June. it was fun and 
not challenging at all...perfect project to work on while 
listening to podcasts! The size is 54" x 39". I was told 
there will be 15-20% shrinkage, but I haven't washed it 
yet. In addition to doing a little weaving, I've been 
working on landscape projects, bike riding and 
kayaking. Trying to find enjoyment in this extended 
period of very little socializing.

Quarantine Projects 
by Our Members
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Sharon S.
This has been the warp from hell, not because it's 
difficult but because of me. It drove me to get my 
eyes tested and thinking of putting the loom up for sale 
in this newsletter. But from somewhere came the 
patience to persevere and I am so glad I did because 
I am really liking it. Towels, of course, and using up stash 
so I am a happy weaver. Really miss our meetings and 
being inspired by all of you so hope you are well and 
learning new things about yourself during these 
times. My mantra has become if you can't go out go 
within.

Quarantine Projects 
by Our Members
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Sherry W.
Well I finally wove a rug that I like. I almost finished the 
blue jean rug. My days are full again Getting the 
center ready for the children to come back to school.

Quarantine Projects 
by Our Members
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Ellaine B.
I have been 
knitting as well 
as weaving.

Quarantine Projects 
by Our Members



13 Lynn H.
My weaving extravaganza has turned into a gardening and 
landscaping obsession.
The pictures don’t look like much but believe me a lot of dirt 
hauling/mixing and rock gathering has made my body 
stronger when i get back to the loom. lol
This is a dead corner in hot sun. I’m making a crevice garden 
of xeric plants with smaller plants eventually in between the 
buried rock crevices.
A lot of plant additions and trellises to my rock garden i built a 
few years ago with new drip irrigation. YEAH !
The back side of above is this crazy dry hill. I’m adding 
amendments to make it friendlier, but it gets full sun all day. 
The far left we built a terrace and have some raspberries and 
a few dry weather bushes. I think i may have to terrace the 
whole hill. A few catnip transplants have made it…I’m thinking 
chamisa and apache plume. If anyone has any ideas of xeric 
grasses, plants for this waste land I would love to hear it. I’m in 
Durango at 7,500’ with wind. Also thinking of a trellis wind block 
if you have conquered a wind block of some sort let me know. 

Quarantine Projects 
by Our Members



14 Anne W.
Even without fiber festivals to keep me working I am continuing to 
keep busy with dyeing, spinning, weaving and knitting. I've of 
course been working on my bags, as well as woven several 
towels (in hopes we'll be able to have our holiday meeting and 
towel exchange this winter), and experimented more with 
deflected doubleweave, weaving a "mosaic" scarf and towel 
using tencel and alpaca/silk. I signed up for Tien Chu's online 
stash busting scarf class and am in the midst of weaving my 
scarf. It uses 4 different colors of warp yarns and a different weft. 
She had a handy computerized tool that helps you mix colors 
easily so you can see how your design looks. I believe 2,500 
people signed up world-wide. Since I don't have any deadlines 
(all fairs having been cancelled) I've been experimenting with 
eco-printing cotton fabric and bandanas (another sales item!)

Quarantine Projects 
by Our Members



15 Cherie P.
Life for me since our last newsletter has been exciting, sad, creative 
and scary at times. 
I’ve been building looms like crazy with the help of my shop 
supervisor who recently had a haircut by our great alpaca shearer, 
Alpaca Tom (at least they can still get their hairs trimmed up). It 
seems like people who are quarantined find weaving a great way 
to pass the time and are buying my looms.
We had to put our old man guard dog to sleep and introduce our 
shy rescue with our remaining female guard dog. All went well, they 
kind of like each other
I also have endless projects in various stages of completion. Knitting, 
weaving, gardening, weed pulling and woodworking keep me busy 
most days. And just to make life a little more interesting we were the 
next property in line of the East Canyon Fire and had to evacuate 
the alpaca and be prepared to leave again if we needed to.

Quarantine Projects 
by Our Members



16 Corey H.
This lost a lot of its color here... the weave along scarf.

Quarantine Projects 
by Our Members



17 Ann K.
Puppies contribution.

Quarantine Projects 
by Our Members
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Beautiful 56” Ad-a-Harness Macomber loom, in excellent 
condition. Macomber looms are hand-crafted by a 
family company near Saugus, Massachusetts, since 1936. 
(http://www.macomberloom.com/about.html).

Valued at $6,000.

Four harnesses, can add up to 10. Six treadles. Includes 
accessories and books. I hate to sell it, am out of space. 
Call for more information and photos.
928-600-5926

$2,500 OBO

For Sale

http://www.macomberloom.com/about.html

